
SCHEDULE OF FEES 

CONCERNING TRADEMARK APPLICATIONS AND REGISTERED 

TRADEMARKS 
as in force from 11 June 2009 by virtue of Decree No 19/2005 (IV. 12.) GKM 

 

 

 

 

Types of fee 

 

 

 

 

Amount (HUF) 

Further 

information 

is available 

in the 

following 

points of the 

Guide 

1. Filing fees 

a)   Trademark filing fee (in the case of three classes of goods) 

in the case of more than three classes, for the fourth and each 

additional class, per class 

 

b)   Fee for a collective or certification trademark filing (in the case 

of three classes of goods)  

in the case of more than three classes, for the fourth and each 

additional class, per class 

 

74 800 

32 000 

 

 

320 000 

 

32 000 

1.2. 

2. Conversion of a Community trademark application into a 

national trademark application  

Filing fee (in the case of three classes of goods)  

in the case of more than three classes, for the fourth and each 

additional class, per class  

 

54 800 

32 000  

 

3. Conversion of a Community trademark into a national 

trademark application  

a) Filing fee (in the case of three classes of goods)  

in the case of more than three classes, for the fourth and each 

additional class, per class  

b) Fee for a collective or certification mark (in the case of three 

classes of goods)  

in the case of more than three classes, for the fourth and each 

additional class, per class  

 

 

37 400 

16 000 

 

 

160 000 

 

16 000 

 

4. Fee for request - by the holder of former right indicated in the 

search report - for notification about later trademark application 

after each calendar month of the period indicated in the request 

6400 4. 

5. Fee for opposition procedure 64 000 7. 

6. Fee for accelerated procedure (in the case of three classes of 

goods)  

a)  in the case of more than three classes, for the fourth and each 

additional class, per class 

 

b)   Fee for a collective or certification trademark filing (in the case 

of three classes of goods)  

74 800 

 

32 000 

 

 

320 000 

 

8. 
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in the case of more than three classes, for the fourth and each 

additional class, per class 

32 000 

7. Fee for particularly accelerated procedure (in the case of three 

classes of goods)  

a)  in the case of more than three classes, for the fourth and each 

additional class, per class 

 

b)   Fee for a collective or certification trademark filing (in the case 

of three classes of goods)  

in the case of more than three classes, for the fourth and each 

additional class, per class 

 

 

112 200 

 

48 000 

 

320 000 

 

48 000 

9. 

8 . Fee for a request for the extension of time limits concerning any 

action 

-   for the first request 

-   for the second request 

-   for any further requests 

 

4 800 

8 500 

16 000 

12. 

9 . Fee for a request for the division of trademark application for 

each further trademark application 

a)  for the division of the list of goods 

b)  for a collective or certification mark 

c)  for the division where several signs are included in one 

application 

 

 

74 800 

320 000 

equivalent to the 

filing fee 

(see point 1) 

11. 

10 . Renewal fee 

a) fee for request for the renewal of trademark protection 

(in the case of three classes of goods) 

in the case of more than three classes, for the fourth and any 

additional classes, per class 

b) fee for a request for the renewal of a collective or certification 

trademark 

(in the case of three classes of goods) 

in the case of more than three classes, for the fourth and any 

additional classes, per class 

 

 

74 800 

32 000 

 

320 000 

32 000 

14. 

11 . Fee for a request for the division of registered trademark 

- for each further trademark resulting from the division 

- for each collective or certification mark resulting from the division 

 

74 800 

320 000 

14. 

12. Fee for a request for the cancellation or for the revocation of 

the trademark 

128 000  

13. Fee for a request for recording a succession in title 15 000   

14. Fee for a request for recording pledge and license 15 000  

15 Fee for forwarding an application for international registration 

and renewal of such registration, and fee for forwarding a request for 

recording the subsequent extension of protection resulting from the 

international registration or for recording any changes relating to the 

10 700  
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protection resulting from the international registration  

16. Fee for forwarding a Community trademark application  10 700  

All fees shall be payable to the account No. 10032000-01731842-00000000 of the Hungarian 
Intellectual Property Office kept with the Hungarian State Treasury by bank transfer or money 
order, indicating the identification data (reference number, registration number and destination) as 
well as the "Treasury Transaction Code 311".   


